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 September. 2014 ; By. Shri Naveen Kumar. Parashara Software is a unique software that helps you to get very good effects of
your horoscope. It is unique in the sense that it offers more accurate results than any other software in the market. It is based on

Vedic astrology philosophy that states: Everything in the universe, whether its a person, an animal, a plant, or even a rock, is
subject to Law. And Law works in perfect harmony to make our world a better place. Parashara Software helps you to get

accurate results of your horoscope and predict your future from the given past. It is called the quintessential horoscope software.
It is the most powerful and accurate software that can predict your life and horoscope in no time. Shri Naveen Kumar is the

creator of Parashara Software and he has been a practising Astrologer for more than 20 years. He has written a number of books
on Astrology and Vedic Astrology. He has also developed a web application for Astrological calculations called AstrologyWeb
that has been designed with an innovative, intuitive, user-friendly approach. Get accurate results of your horoscope and predict

your future from the given past. It is the most powerful and accurate software that can predict your life and horoscope in no
time. Take in your horoscope and get accurate predictions. Find out your Karakotas (Houses) using the Chitrasutra and

Chaturashakti method. Find out the various Nodes for your birth-chart. Get the degree of Fire, Air, Water, Earth, Space and
Time in your horoscope. Get your horoscope in a comprehensive, easily understandable format. Get your birth day and month,
Moon Sign, Rasi, Rahu and Lunar Signs, Moon House, Ascendant, Sign of Ascendant, Natal Saturn, Natal Jupiter, Sun Sign,

Moon Sign, Moon Type, Natal Mercury, Jupiter in your horoscope. Get the Number of Chitra, Chatura and the manner in which
the planets are placed. Find out the Relationship between the Sun and the Moon, as well as the Cancer Moon and the Ascendant.

Get correct indications for your natal Chiron. Get correct indications for your natal Jupiter. Get a comprehensive analysis
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